
Fragment 

 

 

here his mind could wander back to Greece —but  

the "frog's breeding stream was clogged with construction debris" reads the 

caption in the National Geographic he reads to her while she is driving — 

she can’t stop seeing the lamps, from her flaming love-of-action-movies child- 

hood, in the stark elemental terms of T-101/T-1000-locked-in-battle embrace — 

to keep her calm, while his mind is elsewhere — their planning, earlier in 

the day, still in her mother's house, in the kitchen, Philadelphia, she reading  

the New Yorker article on Larry David, while he's looking at the New York  

Review of Books, an article called "Manet: 'Sudden Sensuous Data'" — 'Dazzle,' 

actually, he sees now, at the bottom of that memory, a little eye in the  

corner of that ([waking {inside of that dream — and isn’t a dream a  

kind of a waking — inside of a ____ in a _____ ?}]) in between her talking  

about coffee and how much if he's planning on driving most of the night  

to St. Louis he should drink and how staying up all night driving is not the  

same as staying up all night at your desk — referring to his job working  

the midnight shift at the birth center (remembering poems [WAYS {of figuring out  

— as below: cube → drive … — WAYS OUT} he called the poems, or,  

WAYS] writing or walking down by the fern-complex, waiting for babies  

to get born to get the parents their paperwork so they can go home) before  

they made the drive out west — and in between his defensive replies that as a  

driver he just doesn't do that — he doesn't get uncontrollably tired within  

a 24-hour 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Entrance 

 

 

And the red fires send this, to the reacting scenes, leaves 

in a shade we cool into a space of a moment, reforming        

 

in sheaves. This: sheaf of rays, the yellow sheen of a laugh over stones. Daily we wrest back 

from TV Æuropica those minute particles—water initiates its own movement. A vast 

 

loophole of cell- 

phonology, Africa, Brazil (the thought of it) — calms the nest: *. A laughing 

 

in a wind sets off cold →hot waking up and talking, call it dark and starry Brighton, If you’re not 

getting young you’re getting old, mother*****, and in a wind 

 

over this office park day troubles 

the surface of this togetherness, shifts 

 

looking for itself, a meaning beyond a promise of poptarts in the tree- 

 

rock/scumbot complex, fears folded in bluegreen days (figure: 

bells of La Sagrada Familia going off! in constant Blood 

 

Meridian journeys, sermons in the humming cells 

 

of leaves), worlds — a flourishing heap, picking 

our ways through ways out. It is a constant 

 

remembering, a fragment version — waking up in a Bolivia 

-Burma version of the backyard    in the dream, 642, street          leaves & cube 

 

* 

 

a dangling concept, arrival: learning how hands 

fit to a           self, other        you and your dolphin watch, maps 

 

exploding, differentiation                       through (mindshaft) — waking up 

by trees          and falling leaves     constant night to day twisting 

 

 



birth here                a fabric                                                              cathedral 

 

candle, body — space, stone          from that inner Animal Magazine city stereo light 

 

you read any number of shadows — greenbacks, ATP, weave, floor and sequence 

 across floor, lozenge, Energy, garden and versions, activated 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

—Jan Hammerquist 

 


